
Parshat Chukat
Friday 22nd June 2018 
Candle Lighting  4.37pm
Maariv 6.15pm

Shabbat 23rd June 2018 
Shacharit  9.00am
Mincha 4.20pm
Maariv 5.36pm

A word from the Rabbi 
In the space of a few lines, the Torah fast-forwards us 40 years.

The wandering in the desert is all but ignored throughout the text. Except for a 
brief summary at the end of the Book of Numbers, we know nothing of that time, 
apart from a number of the pit stops they made along the way.

Seemingly the reason for this omission is consistent with any well-written book or 
well-told story; nothing of significance happened during that time.

As profoundly disappointing as it is, the Torah is implying that throughout those 
long and drawn-out meandering years, no one did anything worth mentioning. 

At times our lives follow a similar trajectory. We go years ‘wandering through our 
deserts’ - periods of our lives for which we have little to show. The days blend 
into months and into years, passing by ‘in the space of a few lines’.

Positive psychologists, who study human flourishing as opposed to mental illness, 
suggest writing gratitude journals as a means of maximising not only the gift of 
every day, but perhaps more importantly, the cognition of every day.

“A man is concerned over the loss of money but not the loss of time. Money 
(even if it returns) cannot help, time (would help) but it cannot return.”

Doctors may be able to add years to life, but it is only us who can add life to 
years.

Shabbat shalom 

אדם דואג על איבוד דמיו ואינו דואג על איבוד ימיו, דמיו אינם עוזרים, ימיו אינם חוזרים



We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:

Brett Cohen  Benjamin Shofer  Rephael Zinn

 Micha and Tracy Essers  Larry and Felice Fingleson 
 Lewis and Lorraine Folb  Adrian and Rhona Goodman   
 Hilton and Berenice Kilov  Alan and Celeste Krowitz
 Marc and Elana Resnik

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:
Wendy Cohen  for her father   Solly Barr
Cecil Bass  for his mother   Rachel Bass
Calvin Stein  for his great grandmother  Ghita Brener
Calvin Stein  for his grandfather   Harry Brener
Calvin Stein  for his grandmother  Mona Brener
Sylvia Glasser  for her father   Max Brenner
Marjorie Ruch  for her mother   Bessie Ecker
Karen Chazan  for her mother   Rona Flax
Ivor Kaplan  for his mother   Ethel Kaplan
Jonathan Levin  for his father   Boris Levin
Steven Levy  for his mother   Doreen Levy
David Naar  for his father   Johnny Naar
Joan Gild  for her father   Eli Rabie
Renee Agranat  for her mother   Miriam Rabin
Steven Rosen  for his father   Joseph Rosen
Rita Baynash  for her father   Erich Rosenberg
Ralph Schaefer  for his mother   Gerda Schaefer
Sandra Plit  for her father   Arthur Shlom
Simone Rutovitz and
Helene Shofer  for their brother in law  Louis Singer
Arnold Steinberg  for his mother   Sarah Steinberg
Arnold Steinberg  for his brother   Stephen Steinberg
Delene Blumberg  for her father   Laurie Wisenberg
Carmel Kenner  for her father   Maurice Zavelsky


